Print Resources

Books

This short list only includes books located in the Reference Room of Watson Library. Many others are located in the stacks and on reserve. Find more titles by searching the NSU Libraries Catalog, available through the library web page.

All the Names in Heaven: A Reference Guide to Milton’s Supernatural Names and Epic Similes PR3562 I84 2002 Ref
British Writers (v.2) PR85 B688 Ref - Index Table 5B
Companion to Literature from Milton to Blake PR441 C66 2000 Ref
Concordance to the Poetical Works of John Milton PR3595 B7 1965 Ref
John Milton: Comprehensive Research and Study Guide PR3588 J65 Ref–Index Table 7A
Milton Dictionary PR3580 L4 Ref
Milton Handbook PR3588 H2 1954 Ref

Electronic Resources

Academic Search Complete - A large scholarly database including citations to articles in nearly 4,000 scholarly publications.

Biography Resource Center – Biographical information on a variety of individuals including authors. Many literary biographies are very in depth and contain information about many details of an author’s life and work.

JSTOR - Deep back file of scholarly journals in all fields of Arts, Science and Business. All journals are full-text and include tables of contents.

Literature Resource Center (LRC) - A literary reference database including biographical, bibliographical, and critical content on a wide variety of authors, genres, literary works, and time periods. Includes Dictionary of Literary Biography v.131 and v.151, which both include Milton and are not held by the library in physical form.

Literary Reference Center – Literary database that includes full text literary criticism, work overviews, and author biographies. Many titles from the Bloom series are full text in this database.
MLA International Bibliography – The accepted scholarly database for literary studies. MLA includes citations to articles from journals published around the world in the fields of literature, folklore, linguistics, and other related fields. This database is most appropriate for graduate and faculty level research.

NSU Journals List – The comprehensive list of all journals accessible through the library in print and electronically through the databases. Search by title, or browse by subject.

Interlibrary Loan - All Interlibrary Loans are handled online through the ILLiad system. To access ILLiad, select “Request an Interlibrary Loan” from the library web page. If it is your first time using the system, you will need to register by clicking on “First Time Users.” Once you have registered, you may begin requesting books, articles, dissertations, and many other types of information through Interlibrary Loan. Before submitting requests, make sure the library does not own the material and that it does not appear full-text in any of our subscription databases.